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ABSTRACT 

The main result is the development of a low depth, highly com- 
pact implementation of parallel counters (i.e., population coun- 
ters), based on threshold logic. ?\U0 such counters are designed 
using the recently proposed Charge Recycling Threshold Logic 
(CRTL) gate. The novel feature of the designs is the sharing among 
311 threshold gates of a single capacitive network for computing the 
weighted sum of all input bits. The significance of the result is the 
reduction by almost 35% in the required number of capacitors for 
the (7,3) counter and by over 60% for the (15,4) counter. This re- 
duces the total area by approximately 37% for the (7.3) counter 
and by 60% for the (15.4) counter, with no increase in delay. The 
proposed (7.3) counter design is also shown to be 45% faster com- 
pared IO a conventional Boolean full-adder based circuit. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As the demand for higher performance very large scale integra- 
tion processors with increased sophistication grows, continuing 
research is focused on improving the performance, area efficiency 
and functionality of the arithmetic and other units contained therein. 
Low power dissipation has become a major issue demanded by the 
high performance processor market in order to meet the high den- 
sity requirements of advanced VLSI processors. 

Threshold logic (TL) was introduced over four decades ago, 
and over the yean has promised much in terms of reduced logic 
depth and gate count compared to conventional logic-gate based 
design. ,However, lack of efficient physical realizations has meant 
that TL'has, over the years, had little impact on VLSI. Efficient TL 
gate realizations have recently become available, and a number of 
applications based on TL gates have demonstrated its ability to 
achieve high operating speed and significantly reduced area [ I ,  2, 
3,41. 

The aim of this paper is to develop highly compact parallel 
counter circuits using TL. We begin in Section 2 by giving a brief 
overview of threshold logic. This is followed by a description of 
Charge Recycling Threshold Logic (CRTL) in Section 3. Section 4 
gives an overview of threshold logic counters, followed by a de- 
scription of the the proposed counter circuits in Section 5. Finally, 
a brief conclusion is given in Section 6. 
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2. THRESHOLD LOGIC 

A threshold logic gate is functionally similar to a hard limiting 
neuron. The gate takes.n binary inputs ~1~x2.. . , ,z,, and produces 
a single binary output y, as shown in Fig. 1. A linear weighted 
sum of the binary inputs is computed followed by a thresholding 
operation. 

. ,  

Figure 1: Threshold Gate Model 

The Boolean function computed by such a gate is called a 
threshold function and it is specified by the gate threshold T and 
the weights w1 ,w,. . . ,wn, where w; is the weight corresponding 
to the a'* input variable xi. The binary output y is given by 

1, if E:=, W;X~ 2 T 
v = {  0, otherwise. 

A ?I gate can be programmed to realize many distinct Boolean 
functions by adjusting the threshold T .  For example, an n-input 
TL gate with T = n will realize an n-input AND gate and by set- 
ting T = n/2, the gate computes a majority function. This versa- 
tility means that TL offers a significantly increased computational 
capability over conventional AND-OR-NOT logic. Significantly 
reduced area and increased circuit speed can therefore potentially 
be obtained, especially in applications requiring a large number of 
input variables, such as computer arithmetic. This is suggested by 
a number of practical results [5 ,6,7]  which suggest advantages of 
TL over conventional Boolean logic. 
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Figure 2 The proposed CRTL gate stmcture 

3. CHARGE RECYCLING THRESHOLD LOGIC 

We now briefly describethe realization for CMOS threshold gates 
presented in [3]. This TL gate implementation is used in the pro- 
posed counter circuits. Fig. 2 shows the circuit structure. The 
sense amplifier (cross coupled transistors Ml-M4) generates out- 
put y and its complement yi. Precharge and evaluate is specified 
by the enable clock signal E and its complement E.. The inputs 
xi are capacitively coupled onto the floating gate Q of M5, and 
the threshold is set by the gate voltage T of M6. The potential C$ 
is given by Q = E:=, C;x,/Ct,t. where Ct,t is the sum of all 
capacitances, including parasitics, at the floating node. Weight val- 
ues are thus realised by setting capacitors C, to appropriate values. 
Qpically, these capacitors are implemented between the polysili- 
con 1 and polysilicon 2 layers. 

The enable signal E controls the precharge and activation of 
the sense circuit. The gate has two phases of operation, the evalu- 
ate phase and the equalize phase. When E; is high the output volt- 
ages are equalized. When E is high, the outputs are disconnected 
and the differential circuit (M5-M7) draws different currents from 
the formerly equalized nodes y and y,. The sense amplifier is ac- 
tivated after the delay of the enable inverters and amplifies the dif- 
ference in  potential now present between y and p, accelerating the 
transition. In this way the circuit structure determines whether the 
weighted sum of the inputs, $s is greater or less than the threshold. 
T .  and a TL gate is realized. It must be noted that the voltage T 
can also be replaced by a set of capacitively coupled inputs onto 
the floating gate of M6, thus realizing negatively weighted inputs. 
The gate was shown to reliably operate at high speed (> 600 MHz 
in a 0.35 p m  process) and had typically around 15 to 20% lower 
power dissipation than other capacitive CMOS TL gate implemen- 
tations [3]. 

4. THRESHOLD LOGIC PARALLEL COUNTERS 

An (mn)  binary counter is a combinatorial network which gener- 
ates a binary coded output vector of length n which corresponds lo 
the number, or count, of logic 1 's  in the m-bit input vector. Usually 
n = log,(m t 1) and such counters are referred to as saturated. 
The full adder is a particular case of a counter with 3 inputs and 2 

outputs, thus it is a (3,2) counter. Counters are important in var- 
ous applications, the most common of which are the reduction of 
the partial product tree in parallel multipliers and the realization of 
multiple-input adders. 

The concept of parallel counters was originally proposed by 
Dadda [8] who also developed a scheme for interconnecting small 
counters to design counters with a larger number of inputs. In 
conventional logic, higher order counters. such as (7.3), (15.4) or 
( 3 1 3 ,  have traditionally been implemented by using trees of (3.2) 
counters because of the disadvantages of a direct implementation. 
However, counters consisting of such full adder trees have a rela- 
tively high delay and grow rapidly with input vector size in terms 
of the required number of full adders. Threshold logic allows us to 
design area efficient counters which operate at higher speeds than 
the same counters built using trees of full adders. 

The natural way to implement counters is lo utilize known 
networks devised for computing symmetric functions such as par- 
ity. Tnese include designs by Muroga [9], Kautz [lo] and Min- 
nick [I I]. The Minnick scheme based counter worst case delay is 
equal to two TL gates, and it provides a good area-delay tradeoff 
compared to the other designs. For these reasons we have chosen 
the Minnick scheme as the basis for our proposed counter circuits. 
The (7.3) and (15.4) counters will he used as illustrative examples, 
but the technique presented here can be equally applied to higher 
order counters. 

The input li consists of the seven input bit lines, each having a 
weight of 1, and is denoted by a thick black line to differentiate 
it from the single bit lines. Fig. 4 shows the TL network for the 
(15.4) counter based on Minnick's scheme. 

Fig. 3 shows the truth table and TLnetwork for the (7.3) counter. 

5. PROPOSED PARALLEL COUNTER CIRCUITS 

The (73)  counter consists of 5 threshold gates arranged in two lay- 
ers, three in the first layer and two in the second layer. The circuit 
diagram showing the proposed design is shown in Fig. 5. Usually 
the implementation of this counter using one of the recently pro- 
posed capacitive TL gates would require a network of 7 capacitors 
connected to the I inputs lo be duplicated at each of the gates in 
the circuit. Therefore, significant area would be associated with 
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Figure 3 The (7,3) counter truth table and the Minnick TL  nel- 
work 

y2 

Figure 4: The (15,4) Minnick scheme based counter TL network 

routing the I interconnect lines to each of the 5 gates, and with 
duplicating the 7 capacitors at each gate. These drawbacks have 
an even greater impact on total area for higher order counters. The 
innovation proposed here is to implement the capacitive network 
which calculates the analog value of the sum of the counter in- 
put bits only once, and this value becomes one input of the sense 
amplifier in each CRTL gate. In the second layer gates, the other 
sense amplifier input is connected to the capacitive networks which 
implement the negative weights of the layer 1 to layer 2 intercon- 
nections. Such an arrangemeni is made possible by the differential 
nature of the CRTL gate, and is possible using other differential ca- 
pacitive TL gates. Output y~ is available after one gate delay and 
the remaining outputs after two gate delays. All outputs can be 

made to evaluate simultaneously by adding one additional CRTL 
gate which would act as a delay element for yl. Fig. 6 shows the 
circuit corresponding to the (15,4) counter shown in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 6: Circuit diagram of the proposed CRTL Minnick scheme 
based (15,4) counter 

bPe 
BL(7,3)[12] 
CRTL(7,3) 

SCRTL (7 1) 

approximately 80000pmZ. Recently a hybrid Threshold-Boolean 
logic (HTBL) design was proposed [6] which uses a single-phase 
clocked differential cascode voltage switch circuit implementation 
of the TL gate in combination with static CMOS logic. The delay 
of the (7,3) HTBL counter in a 0.25pm process was 345ps and the 
design required 237 transistors. An accurate comparison would 
require these to be redesigned using the 0.35pm process used in 
this work, which i s  beyond the scope of this paper. 

(PS) Caps. (pm’) Area 
840 136 - I970 I 
460 70 94 2952 1.5 
460 70 iii 1x4~ 094 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

A highly compact implementation of parallel counters based on 
the Minnick network has been proposed. ?bo such counters were 
designed based on the proposed technique using the CRTL gate. 
The result was the reduction by almost 35% in the required number 
of capacitors and for the (7,3) counter, and by over 60% in number 
of capacitors for the (15.4) counter. The capacitive sharing resulted 
in a reduction by 37% in area compared to the design which does 
not use sharing for the (7.3) counter. Compared to the traditional 
full-adder based design for the (7,3) counter. the proposed CRTL 
designs were shown to he 45% faster. 

Table I :  Counter comparison (0.35pm 2P/4M process) 
Counter I Delay I #Tran. I #Unit I Area I Norm. 
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